Efficient measurement of (3)J(N,Cgamma) and (3)J(C',Cgamma) coupling constants of aromatic residues in (13)C, (15)N-labeled proteins.
An NMR pulse sequence is proposed for the simultaneous determination of side chain chi1 torsion-angle related (3)J(N,Cgamma) and (3)J(C', Cgamma) couplings in aromatic amino acid spin systems. The method is of the quantitative J correlation type and takes advantage of attenuated (15)N and (1)H transverse relaxation by means of the TROSY principle. Unlike previously developed schemes for the measurement of either of the two coupling types, spectra contain internal reference peaks that are usually recorded in separate experiments. Therefore, the desired information is extracted from a single rather than four data sets. The new method is demonstrated with uniformly (13)C/(15)N labeled Desulfovibrio vulgaris flavodoxin, which contains 14 aromatic out of 147 total amino acid residues.